Photo Legend

Chapter One
Page 1: TRC billboard in Monrovia.
Page 4: A wooden sign depicting hope for Liberia.
Page 7: Ministry of Information billboard in Monrovia.
Page 13: Fishermen off the Liberian coast.
Page 15: A billboard urging Liberians to vote in elections.

Chapter Two
Page 21: Liberian boy looks over Liberia’s Atlantic coast.
Page 27: Member of the Liberian community in Minnesota asks a question during Diaspora Public Hearings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Page 29: TRC Diaspora Project volunteer greets Liberian man in Monrovia.

Chapter Three
Page 33: Signing of the Robertsport Accord, the Memorandum of Understanding between the TRC of Liberia and The Advocates for Human Rights.
Page 35: Volunteers at a statement taker training in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Page 38: TRC Diaspora Project volunteer speaks with Commissioner Coleman in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Page 41: Liberian Minnesota resident speaks with Commissioner Washington at a statement taker training in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Chapter Four
Page 49: Traditional chief in Gweatamue, Bong County, Liberia.
Page 54: Beach in Robertsport, Grand Cape Mount County, Liberia.
Page 57: HIV/AIDS billboard in Monrovia.
Page 64: Village hut in Gbarpolu County, Liberia.
Page 67: Ghana’s Atlantic coastline.

Chapter Five
Page 81: Woman and young boy in Monrovia.
Page 89: Commissioner Stewart during the Diaspora Public Hearings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia in St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.
Page 92: Woman walking along Liberia’s coast.

Chapter Six
Page 109: Young girl carrying a baby through the streets of Monrovia.
Page 113: Village hut in Bong County, Liberia.
Page 119: Petty vendors along a street in Accra, Ghana.

Chapter Seven
Page 127: Performer at a TRC event in Monrovia.
Page 133: Partially constructed buildings in Monrovia.
Page 145: Petty traders in Monrovia.
Page 160: Beach in Robertsport, Grand Cape Mount County, Liberia.
Page 163: Beach in Robertsport, Grand Cape Mount County, Liberia.

Chapter Eight
Page 181: Liberian cemetery.
Page 188: TRC Diaspora Project staff and volunteers with TRC commissioners and staff in Liberia in 2006.

Chapter Nine
Page 209: Village scene in Gbarpolu County, Liberia.

Chapter Ten
Page 225: Dancers at a TRC event in Monrovia.
Page 243: Palava hut in Gbarpolu County, Liberia.
Page 246: A billboard to combat violence against women.
Page 249: A Liberian mother and baby.
Page 251: Classroom building used by community-based women’s empowerment and training group in Buduburam Refugee Settlement.

Chapter Eleven
Page 263: Street in front of a mosque in Sinkor, Monrovia, Liberia.
Chapter Twelve
Page 283: Member of Minnesota’s Liberian Ministers Association attending The Advocates’ “Healing through Faith” conference hosted by Luther Seminary in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Page 291: Liberian flags flying above streets of Monrovia.

Chapter Thirteen
Page 301: TRC Diaspora Project staff and Advisory Committee members after a meeting with TRC Chairman Verdier.
Page 308: Main vehicle entrance to Buduburam Refugee Settlement in Ghana.
Page 314: A poster encouraging people to give a statement to the TRC.
Page 319: Fisherman in traditional dugout canoe.
Page 322: Beach in Robertsport, Grand Cape Mount County, Liberia.
Page 327: Sign encouraging repatriation posted in Buduburam Refugee Settlement in Ghana.
Page 331: Truck carrying bagged water for sale in Buduburam Refugee Settlement in Ghana.
Page 335: Petty trader on bicycle in Buduburam Refugee Settlement in Ghana.
Page 336: TRC Diaspora Project staff and volunteers with refugee statement takers in Buduburam Refugee Settlement in Ghana.
Page 342: TRC Diaspora Project Advisory Committee members at Diaspora Statement Taking Kick-off Celebration in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota.
Page 345: TRC Diaspora Project staff and volunteers with Commissioner Gerald Coleman and members of the Liberian Organization of the Piedmont during a statement-taking weekend in North Carolina.
Page 359: Community members and TRC Diaspora Project staff sing the Liberian National Anthem at the Diaspora Statement Taking Kick-off Celebration in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota.
Page 361: Commissioners of the TRC listen to testimony during the Diaspora Public Hearings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Page 365: Community members sing the Liberian National Anthem at the Diaspora Statement Taking Kick-off Celebration in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota.
Page 371: TRC Chairman Verdier at a TRC Diaspora Project volunteer training.
Page 373: Sign encouraging repatriation posted in Buduburam Refugee Settlement in Ghana.

Appendices
Page 513: The official logo of the TRC of Liberia.
Page 519: The Liberian flag.
Page 573: Signing of the Robertsport Accord, the Memorandum of Understanding between the TRC of Liberia and The Advocates for Human Rights.
Page 589: TRC Diaspora Project staff and volunteers with the TRC Commissioners in Monrovia.
Page 597: Community members at the Diaspora Statement Taking Kick-off Celebration in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota.